ABSTRACT
Verification toolchains are widely used to prove the correctness of critical software systems. To build confidence in their results, it is important to develop testing frameworks that help detect bugs in these toolchains. Inspired by the success of fuzzing in finding bugs in compilers and SMT solvers, we have built the first fuzzing and differential testing framework for Dafny, a high-level programming language with a Floyd-Hoare-style program verifier and compilers to C#, Java, Go, and JavaScript.

This paper presents our experience building and using XDsmith, a testing framework that targets the entire Dafny toolchain, from verification to compilation. XDsmith randomly generates annotated programs in a subset of Dafny that is free of loops and heap-mutating operations. The generated programs include preconditions, postconditions, and assertions, and they have a known verification outcome. These programs are used to test the soundness and precision of the Dafny verifier, and to perform differential testing on the four Dafny compilers. Using XDsmith, we uncovered 31 bugs across the Dafny verifier and compilers, each of which has been confirmed by the Dafny developers. Moreover, 8 of these bugs have been fixed in the mainline release of Dafny.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The correctness of compilers, static analyzers, and formal verification engines is key to ensuring that the programs they compile, analyze, and verify are correct. Bugs in these tools can have serious consequences: a soundness bug can cause the tool to accept an incorrect program, while a precision bug can cause it to reject too many correct programs. In principle, both kinds of bugs can be eliminated through formal verification. In practice, however, the cost of formal verification remains prohibitive, with teams of experts taking decades to verify a single toolchain (see, e.g., [32]). This cost becomes astronomical when the target is an ecosystem of related tools: a verifier together with a set of compilers for a rich general-purpose language. In such a setting, effective testing becomes key to increasing confidence in the correctness of the ecosystem—and all applications that depend on it for their correctness.

This paper presents our experience developing and applying the first fuzzing and differential testing framework for Dafny [12, 30], a high-level programming language equipped with a Floyd-Hoare-style [16, 23] verifier and compilers to C#, Java, Go, and JavaScript. Dafny is used broadly for building verified software. For example, it has been used to prove the correctness of high-level distributed protocols [22, 24], as well as to build low-level verified systems, such as a verified storage system [20] and a verified security monitor [14]. The correctness of all of these systems rests on the correctness of the Dafny verifier and compilers.

Our testing framework, XDsmith, targets the entire Dafny ecosystem, from verification to compilation. The Dafny verifier takes as input a Dafny program annotated with preconditions, postconditions, loop invariants, and assertions, and it checks that the program meets its specification by reducing the verification task to a satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) [4, 5] query. If the verifier accepts the program, the compilers then translate it to their respective target languages. XDsmith tests this workflow end-to-end. It works by randomly generating annotated Dafny programs to test the soundness and precision of the Dafny verifier, and by using these programs to perform differential testing [34] on the Dafny compilers.

The core technical problem we address in XDsmith is how to randomly generate annotated programs for testing a Floyd-Hoare-style verifier. The problem of randomly generating well-formed and well-typed programs has been studied extensively in prior work, and we build on the prior tool Xsmith [21] to solve this problem for the Dafny language. The new problem that XDsmith addresses is that of generating annotations for these programs that can reveal soundness and precision bugs in the verifier. In particular, XDsmith
must be able to annotate a program with random specifications that the program satisfies as well as those that the program violates. If the verifier accepts the latter, the generated test case demonstrates a soundness bug, and if the verifier rejects the former, the test case demonstrates a potential precision bug (or reveals an expected source of incompleteness in the verifier).

However, generating such annotations for arbitrary Dafny programs is undecidable. As a general-purpose language, Dafny includes loops, recursion, non-linear integer arithmetic, quantified formulas, and many other features that make reasoning about Dafny programs undecidable. Moreover, even if we restricted our test generator to a decidable subset of Dafny, the resulting problem would still be intractable for annotations that generalize to all inputs. In fact, it would amount to building a program synthesizer and an oracle verifier for the chosen subset of Dafny—a daunting technical challenge for all but the narrowest subsets of Dafny that are least interesting to test (e.g., loop-free bitvector programs).

To make the annotation problem tractable for a broad subset of Dafny, we make two key design choices. First, we focus on Dafny programs that are free of loops and recursion, but that include arrays, sequences, maps, sets, multisets, integers, Booleans, and strings. Second, we focus on generating annotations that are free of quantifiers and that are not general: instead, they are constructed so that the program satisfies or violates them on a specific (randomly chosen) execution. Crucially, these two choices reduce the problem of verifying the resulting annotated program to testing. Because the program is loop-free, it is guaranteed to terminate. Because the annotations apply to a known execution, we can determine whether the Dafny verifier should accept or reject the annotated program simply by running it. Finally, our design enables us to formulate this carefully restricted annotation generation problem as one of example-based syntax-guided synthesis [2, 19], and to solve it using an off-the-shelf synthesis tool [39].

We performed an extensive case study to evaluate our approach. We continuously applied XDsmith on Dafny over a period of three months. XDsmith generated random annotated Dafny programs and used them to test the Dafny verifier and compilers. In the process, we discovered 31 previously unknown bugs, all of which have been confirmed by Dafny developers. The bugs include soundness and precision issues in the verifier, as well as semantics-related issues in the compilers. We discovered 10 of these bugs by testing the verifier and the rest by testing the compilers. Eight bugs have already been fixed in the Dafny mainline release.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions: (1) an approach for generating annotated programs to test Floyd-Hoare-style verifiers and their accompanying compilers; (2) an implementation of this approach in the XDsmith framework that targets the Dafny verifier and compilers; and (3) an evaluation demonstrating the effectiveness of XDsmith. Our results are encouraging and point to the value of developing tools for testing Floyd-Hoare-style verification ecosystems. While this paper and our implementation target Dafny, the core testing problem and ideas presented here apply more generally to verification toolchains that use Floyd-Hoare-style reasoning. We hope that the paper inspires further research into this important problem.

2 OVERVIEW OF XDsmith

XDsmith aims at increasing confidence in the Dafny ecosystem by finding bugs in the Dafny verifier and compilers. (The source code of XDsmith is publicly available at https://github.com/dafny-lang/xdsmith.) This section presents an overview of the XDsmith design and workflow. We begin with a short introduction to the Dafny language and verifier, then state the problem of testing Dafny components, and finally describe, at a high level, how XDsmith addresses this problem. Section 3 presents the details of the XDsmith’s algorithms.

2.1 Brief Introduction to Dafny

Dafny is a high-level programming language designed from the ground up with verification in mind. It includes standard constructs for writing object-oriented, functional, and imperative code, and on top of those, it includes dedicated constructs for writing specifications and reasoning about program correctness. The basic specification constructs include preconditions, postconditions, and assertions. These annotations express predicates on program state, written in (a superset) of first-order logic. The Dafny verifier checks that an annotated program meets its specification on all possible inputs.

Methods. To illustrate, consider the following toy procedure that converts integers 1 and 0 to Boolean values true and false:

```dax
1 method BitToBool(i: int)
2    returns (b: bool)
3 {
4    if (i == 1) {
5        b := true;
6    } else {
7        assert i == 0;
8        b := false;
9    }
10     print b;
11 }
```

Procedures are called methods in Dafny, and they encapsulate imperative code. All method inputs and outputs are given explicit types. Dafny lets us name outputs as well as inputs to a procedure, and the result of the procedure is the final value of the output variable. It is easy to see that our procedure returns true when the input is 1 and false when the input is 0.

Assertions. While BitToBool seems to do what we intended, it is not quite correct. In particular, the Dafny verifier rejects it and flags the assertion on line 7. The problem is that this assertion holds only if the method is called with values 0 or 1. If we called it with 2, the assertion would fail. The verifier detects this violation, letting us know that it cannot prove the assertion for all inputs.

Preconditions. To fix the problem, we write a precondition to tell the verifier that 0 and 1 are the only allowed inputs to BitToBool:

```dax
1 method BitToBool(i: int)
2    returns (b: bool)
3    requires i == 0 || i == 1
4 ( ... )
```
The verifier can prove the assertion for this restricted set of inputs, and it accepts the program. As usual in Floyd-Hoare-style proofs, the verifier will enforce the precondition for all calls to BitToBool.

**Modular verification.** Now that our method verifies, suppose that we want to use it to convert some bits to Booleans as follows:

```danno
def BitToBool(i: int) returns (b: bool)
requires i == 0 || i == 1
ensures b == (i == 1)
body {
    if i == 0:
        return False
    else:
        return True
}
```

Having called `BitToBool` with correct inputs, we expect the assertions on lines 18 and 19 to hold. But the verifier cannot prove this, so it rejects the program.

The problem is that Dafny verifies programs in a modular fashion. When reasoning about the callers of a method, the verifier ignores the method’s body, and instead uses the method’s specification—its type signature, preconditions, and postconditions. In our example, the verifier knows only that `BitToBool` produces a Boolean value, which is clearly not enough to prove that the `Main` assertions hold.

**Postconditions.** To fix the problem, we write a postcondition for `BitToBool` that specifies which Boolean value is returned:

```danno
def BitToBool(i: int) returns (b: bool)
requires i == 0 || i == 1
ensures b == (i == 1)
body {
    if i == 0:
        return False
    else:
        return True
}
```

Given this postcondition, verification succeeds for both `BitToBool` and `Main`, guaranteeing that the program as a whole satisfies its specification—modulo any bugs in the Dafny verifier and compilers.

### 2.2 Testing Dafny Verifier and Compilers

A verification ecosystem like Dafny, which includes a verifier and compilers, can suffer from three broad categories of bugs: compiler bugs, soundness bugs, and precision bugs. While there is a large body of previous work on compiler bugs (see, e.g., [42]), discovering soundness and precision bugs in verifiers is a less explored area. However, soundness and precision bugs are critical. Soundness bugs affect the correctness of the verifier, and they can invalidate the correctness guarantees provided by the Dafny ecosystem. Precision bugs affect the usability of the verifier and can be frustrating to developers. XDsmith aims to test in particular for both of these kinds of bugs, in addition to the more general compiler bugs.

**Compiler bugs.** Compiler bugs can be broadly categorized as crashes, semantic issues, or malformed target programs. A correct compiler preserves the semantics of the source program in the target code: both the source and target exhibit the same behaviors on all possible inputs. To demonstrate a semantic compiler bug, XDsmith must produce a correctly annotated source program that behaves differently from the compiled target program on some input. Malformed target programs, on the other hand, cannot even be parsed by an off-the-shelf compiler for a target language.

**Soundness bugs.** Our toy program, as well as real applications of Dafny, trust the Dafny verifier to be sound. A sound verifier admits an annotated program only if it can prove that the program meets its specification. To demonstrate a soundness bug in the Dafny verifier, XDsmith must produce an annotated program that violates its specification but is accepted by the verifier.

**Precision bugs.** Like all sound verifiers for non-trivial languages, the Dafny verifier is incomplete in that it may reject correctly annotated programs. These false alarms are usually called precision issues. Some precision issues are inevitable due to the incompleteness of the underlying theorem prover. But some are considered bugs—for example, rejecting the annotation `assert true`. To demonstrate a potential precision bug, XDsmith must produce a correctly annotated program that is rejected by the verifier.

### 2.3 XDsmith Components and Workflow

Figure 1 illustrates the workflow that XDsmith employs to search for bugs in Dafny. The framework consists of three main components: the test generator, the verification tester, and the differential tester for the compilers.

Given a source of randomness, the test generator produces a stream of random Dafny tests. Each test takes the form of an annotated program and the expected verification outcome for that program—whether it satisfies or violates its specification. The entry point to the test program is the `Main` method, which invokes other methods in the program with desired concrete values. Because the generator must produce both the annotated program and its expected verification outcome, XDsmith limits the test programs to a carefully chosen subset of the Dafny language. The key challenge is to keep this subset large enough to test the Dafny ecosystem in interesting ways, while keeping it limited enough to be able to decide the verification outcome without building an oracle verifier.

Figure 1 shows a test program generated by XDsmith. The program consists of a set of annotated methods, which are transitively called by the `Main` method. Each called method is annotated with precise preconditions and postconditions of the form `x == v`, where `x` is an input or output variable and `v` is a concrete value. These annotations are maximally precise in that they describe the behavior of a method on a specific input. XDsmith generates them by simply running the program from the `Main` method, and recording the input and output of each called method. Methods can also contain assertions, which are random propositions about the method’s state. XDsmith uses program synthesis to generate these assertions so that they have a specific outcome (true or false) in the program’s main execution. In our example, all of the generated assertions evaluate to true, and the test program should be accepted by the verifier.

The verification tester consumes test programs and submits them to the Dafny verifier. If the verifier accepts a program that violates its specification, the tester reports a soundness bug. If the verifier rejects a correct program, the tester reports a potential precision bug. Otherwise, the program is both correct and accepted by the verifier, and the verification tester passes it to the compiler tester.

The compiler tester is based on differential testing [34]. It compiles the test program with each of the available compilers, runs the resulting target code, and looks for discrepancies in their (printed) outputs. As we will see in Section 3.2, XDsmith uses one of these
compilers as the ground truth for generating decidable program annotations, thereby comparing the verifier semantics to the concrete semantics of the ground truth compiler. Differential testing then tests the compilers against each other. The differential tester reports a bug if at least two of the target programs exhibit different behaviors, or if a target program crashes.

3 GENERATING RANDOM TEST PROGRAMS

The XDsmith test generator solves the core technical challenge at the heart of the Dafny testing problem: how do we generate an annotated Dafny program with a known verification outcome, without having to build a verification oracle? Our solution tackles this challenge in two stages: (1) program generation and (2) annotation generation. The program generator uses the Xsmith [21] framework to produce correct Dafny programs without annotations. The annotation generator then uses a combination of random testing and example-based synthesis to produce both correct and incorrect annotations for the resulting program (for precision, soundness, and compiler testing). This section describes the two stages in detail.

3.1 Generating Programs Without Annotations

The Dafny verifier checks every program against two kinds of correctness constraints: the explicit specifications provided as program annotations, and the implicit specifications imposed by the Dafny semantics. For example, the semantics requires every program to terminate and to be free of common runtime errors, such as division by zero, index out of bounds accesses, and null dereferences. The verifier rejects programs that cannot be proven to satisfy these constraints. So, to generate correct programs without annotations, our program generator must be able to produce code that is not only syntactically well-formed and well-typed, but that also satisfies the implicit correctness constraints imposed by the Dafny semantics.

To achieve this, we use Xsmith [21] to generate well-formed and well-typed programs in a restricted subset of the Dafny language that satisfies Dafny’s implicit semantic constraints by construction. This subset, which we call XDafny, guarantees termination by omitting loops and recursion. We also exclude unsafe operations such as indexing into an arbitrary sequence with an arbitrary index. Instead, XDafny programs use safe wrapper functions to access potentially unsafe operations (Figure 2). Finally, we disallow method parameters with reference types (e.g., arrays), because Dafny prevents most uses of such parameters in the absence of reads and modifies annotations. What remains is a rich subset of Dafny that includes control flow, local side effects (e.g., printing), methods, functions, basic types (Booleans, integers, and strings), container types (sets, sequences, and maps), and array types. The program in Figure 1 belongs to this subset, and it was produced by our program generator.

The generator works by instantiating the Xsmith [21] framework with an executable specification of the XDafny grammar and type constraints. Xsmith is a domain-specific language embedded in Racket [13, 15]. It takes as input a language grammar and attributes, such as types, and then randomly generates an AST conforming to the grammar and constraints. The framework operates by adding a hole into the grammar, initializing the generated AST to a hole node, and repeatedly mutating the tree by replacing any remaining hole with a node picked from the grammar (which could potentially introduce more holes), subject to attribute constraints. This process continues until there are no holes left. In our case, the final AST is a set of XDafny methods and functions, with a no-argument Main method serving as the entry point to the program. The generator extends every method in this AST with a print statement, which writes the method’s output value to standard output. We use the printed output to generate annotations, and to compare the behavior of Dafny compilers during differential testing.

3.2 Generating Program Annotations

This section presents our approach for annotating XDafny programs with assertions, preconditions, and postconditions. Our approach exploits the fact that every XDafny program has exactly one execution. To see why, recall from Section 3.1 that each XDafny program has a Main method that takes no arguments and that serves as the program’s entry point. Because XDafny is sequential and deterministic, the program has just one execution that starts at its sole entry point. So, generating annotations that are true for all executions of an XDafny program amounts to generating annotations that are true for the sole main execution of that program.

Algorithm 1 shows how we employ this observation to annotate XDafny programs with random assertions and with maximally precise preconditions and postconditions of the form \( x \equiv v \), where \( x \) stands for a variable and \( v \) for a value (Figure 3c). We focus on precise preconditions and postconditions because they can be generated without using an oracle verifier, and because they provide a simple way to enable modular verification of the program’s main execution. But the assertions that we generate need not be precise, allowing for a wide range of propositions to be used for testing. Our algorithm therefore generates random (general) assertions, and precise preconditions and postconditions.

The algorithm takes two inputs: an XDafny program \( P \) and a Boolean flag valid. The flag indicates whether to generate a precision (true) or a soundness (false) test. For a precision test, the resulting annotated program should satisfy all of its annotations, and for a soundness test, it should violate at least one annotation. Given these
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Figure 1: The XDsmith workflow diagram. The test generator produces annotated Dafny programs, along with the expected verification outcome. We highlight the annotations in gray, to distinguish them from the implementation code. The verifier tester consumes an annotated program and passes it to the compiler tester if the program is both correct and accepted by the Dafny verifier. The compiler tester performs differential testing by checking that the compiled programs print equivalent outputs.

```d
// Wrapper for safely accessing sequence xs at index i.
function method ref<T>(xs: seq<T>, i: int, fallback: T): T
3 { 
  if 0 <= i < |xs| then xs[i] else fallback
5 }
6
7 method caller(xs: seq<int>, i: int) {
8   // This verifies:
9   print ref(xs, i, 123);
10   // But this does not:
11   // print xs[1];
12 }
```

Figure 2: An example safe wrapper for a potentially unsafe operator. XDsmith generates such wrappers to ensure that the resulting annotation-free program satisfies the implicit correctness constraints imposed by the Dafny semantics.

inputs, the algorithm annotates $P$ in four steps, guaranteeing that the resulting annotated program is correct if and only if valid is true.

**Flattening.** The first step (line 1) is to flatten $P$'s call graph into a tree so that we can annotate its methods with preconditions and postconditions of the form $x \Leftarrow v$. Flattening is similar to inlining: it replaces each method call with a call to a fresh copy of that method. To see why this step is necessary, consider the method test in Figure 3a, which is called twice with different inputs. No single specification of the form $x \Leftarrow v$ works for both of these calls, so we use flattening to provide each invocation with its own precise specification. It is easy to see that the resulting flat program $P_T$ has a single main execution, and that this execution produces the same printed output as the main execution of $P$.

**Execution.** After flattening, we run $P_T$ (line 2) to collect a trace of its main execution. This step uses the RunProgram procedure, which compiles $P_T$ to a target language (using any Dafny compiler), executes the target Main code, and maps the printed output back to the source program $P$. The result is a tuple with three components: the set $M_{exec}$ of all executed methods in $P_T$; the set $Print_{exec}$ of all executed print statements; and the map $\mu$ that stores the values of the input and output variables for each executed method $m \in M_{exec}$.

**Generating preconditions and postconditions.** Given the trace of $P_T$, we use the procedure AddPrePost to annotate each method $m$ in $P_T$ with preconditions and postconditions. If $m$ is executed in the main trace (line 5), AddPrePost annotates it with equality specifications that reflect the values of $m$’s input and output variables in $\mu$. In particular, each input variable $i \in inputs(m)$ generates the annotation requires $i \Leftarrow \mu(i, m)$, and each output variable $o \in outputs(m)$ generates the annotation ensures $o \Leftarrow \mu(o, m)$. If $m$ is not executed (line 7), it is annotated with false preconditions and postconditions, denoting dead code. The resulting annotations are the most precise preconditions and postconditions for $P_T$, and $P_T$ satisfies them by construction.

**Generating assertions.** In the last step, we use GenAssertions to generate random assertions for all print statements in $P_T$. If the statement $p$ is executed, GenAssertions produces an assertion
The flattened program is annotated with random assertions. Assumptions are flattened so that each method is called exactly once. The assumptions (one for each print statement), as well as preconditions and postconditions of the form \( x == v \) where \( x \) is an input or output variable and \( v \) is a concrete value.

Expression: \[ e := z \mid i \mid e + e \mid e \times e \mid e < e \mid e = e \mid e \text{ and } e \mid e \text{ or } e \mid \text{not } e \]

Integer constant: \( z := \ldots, -1, 0, 1, \ldots \)

Integer variable: \( i \)

Figure 4: Dafny grammar used for synthesizing assertions.

4 EVALUATION

4.1 Opportunistic Bug Finding

While developing XDsmith, we performed an opportunistic bug finding case study over a three-month period that was uncontrolled and unstructured, and similar to the one from the Csmith paper that was performed over three years. We ran XDsmith on Dafny continuously on AWS Batch with 100 concurrent threads: 50 threads were testing the Dafny verifier and 50 threads were testing the Dafny compilers. In such a setup, XDsmith was generating approximately 100,000 random annotated Dafny programs per day.

During the case study, we reported any Dafny crash as a bug. If XDsmith annotated a program with a correct specification and the verifier rejected it, we reported a potential bug. Similarly, if XDsmith annotated a program with an incorrect specification and the verifier accepted it, we reported a bug. We employed differential testing on the Dafny compilers. Because compilation strips away annotations, we streamline the differential testing of compilers by directly compiling Dafny programs without annotations to multiple
target languages supported by Dafny. We reported any miscompilation, when a Dafny compiler generates a wrong target program, as a bug. Recall that as part of our program generation, we inject print statements that write out program state to the standard output. We ran each compiled target program, and compared the output with the others; we reported any discrepancy in the results as a bug.

Whenever XDsmith uncovered a potential Dafny bug, we paused the fuzzing process to investigate the root cause of the bug with input from Dafny developers. We minimized the randomly generated program to make root cause analysis easier. After reporting the bug, we modified XDsmith to block it from generating programs with features that led to the bug, so as to avoid discovering the same bug over and over again. We then resumed the fuzzing process. Following the agile development process, we continuously improved XDsmith with new features during the three months period.

We discovered 31 bugs in Dafny using XDsmith, and Table 1 provides a summary. First, we show whether we discovered a bug during verifier testing, compiler testing, or using other means. Here, we note that our verifier testing, where the synthesis of annotations is our key contribution, accounts for almost 1/3 of all the bugs we found. We manually investigated each reported bug, its root cause, and the associated bug fix, whenever it was available. Based on this manual investigation, we further categorize the bugs into three categories based on where their root cause is located: verifier, compilers, and other bugs. Based on the effect of verifier bugs, we partition them into soundness (column Snd.) and precision (column Prec.) bugs. Finally, Dafny developers confirmed all of the reported bugs to be real and valid. Moreover, 8 of these confirmed bugs have been fixed in the Dafny mainline. We describe example bugs in more detail next.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Verifier</th>
<th>Compiler</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Snd.</td>
<td>Prec.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verifier Testing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compiler Testing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmed</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.1.1 Verifier Bugs

We found 11 bugs (3 soundness and 8 precision) in the Dafny verifier. Among those, verifier testing found 8 bugs, all of which are related to precision. Compiler testing found 2 bugs related to soundness. Finally, we manually found one verifier bug while formalizing the Dafny language in XDsmith.

**Sequence prefix precision bug** (found with verifier testing). Figure 5a shows a minimized precision-related Dafny bug. Evidently, the list containing 1 is not a prefix of a list containing 2. Therefore, \([1] \subseteq [2]\) should be false, where \(\subseteq\) is the sequence prefix testing operator in Dafny. This means \(!([1] \subseteq [2])\) should be true, which is indeed what the compiled program outputs (if we ignore the verification error). However, the verifier is unable to prove this simple fact.

```plaintext
1 method Main() {
2   print !(a <= b);
3   assert !(a <= b);
4 }
```

**Superset operator bug**

```plaintext
1 method Main() {
2   print !(a <= b);
3   assert !(a <= b);
4 }
```

**Multiset semantic bug**

```plaintext
1 method Main() {
2   print (a) >= (1, 2);
3   assert (a) >= (1, 2);
4 }
```

**Soundness bug related to unspecified array length** (found with compiler testing). While this is a verifier soundness bug, we discovered it during differential compiler testing. Figure 5b shows a faulty program that creates an array of integers whose length is unspecified. This is illegal in Dafny, yet the verifier does not report an error. When the program is compiled with various Dafny compilers, the output programs are malformed. For example, when compiled with the C# compiler, the output program throws the error “Array creation must have array size or array initializer”.

**Map data structure soundness bug** (found during Dafny formalization). We discovered this bug while formalizing the Dafny language in XDsmith. In Dafny, the map data structure requires the keys to be equality-supporting. For instance, it is not possible to create a map keyed by function values, since function values cannot be tested for equality. However, Dafny imposes no such restriction on the values. Yet, the operation `Value` on a map returns a set of values, where the set data structure requires its elements to be equality-supporting. Thus, for example, operation `Value` on a map from integers to function values creates a set of function values, thereby violating its equality-supporting constraint. The Dafny verifier fails to report an error in this case.

### 4.1.2 Compiler Bugs

We found 19 bugs in the Dafny compilers. Among those, compiler testing found 10 semantic bugs and 8 bugs that caused compiled programs to be malformed. Note that semantics bugs required differential testing to be found, while malformed program bugs can be discovered by simply running the compiled programs. Finally, verifier testing found one compiler bug.

---

**Figure 5**: Example Dafny bugs found by XDsmith.
Multiset semantic bug (found with compiler testing, fixed). Figure 5c shows a program that creates multiset data structures and performs operations on them. The multiset data structure supports multiplicity setting. For instance, \texttt{multiset\{12\}[12 := 3]} would be equivalent to \texttt{multiset\{12, 12, 12\}}. Evidently, the program in Figure 5c is supposed to output \texttt{false false}. However, of all the Dafny target languages, only Java target program outputs the correct result. C#, Go, and JavaScript output \texttt{true false}, \texttt{false true}, and \texttt{true true}, respectively. Upon inspection, we discovered that most runtime of target languages represent the multiset data structure with a dictionary from elements to numbers of occurrences. However, they incorrectly assume an invariant that the number of occurrences must be positive, which in fact does not hold. We submitted a patch that fixed this bug by correctly maintaining the multiset invariant in every operation.

Superset operator bug (found with verifier testing, fixed). Figure 5d shows a simplified compiler bug, where the superset operator is compiled to the subset operator. Therefore, the print statement outputs \texttt{true}, even though it should output \texttt{false}. Notably, every compiler is incorrect in the same way, so it is impossible for differential testing to discover the bug — this is a well known limitation of differential testing. Verification testing, on the other hand, is able to detect the discrepancy: the print statement incorrectly outputs \texttt{true}, our annotation generator then asserts the expression to be true, but the verifier correctly reports an assertion violation. We submitted a patch that fixed this bug by compiling the operator correctly.

Incorrect subset implementation for Go (found with compiler testing, fixed). The Dafny’s runtime for Go came with a subset for multiset implementation such that for every element the number of occurrences in one multiset must be strictly less than the number of occurrences in the other multiset. The definition was incorrect as it considered \texttt{\{1\}} to \texttt{not} be a subset of \texttt{\{1, 2\}}. We submitted a patch that fixed this bug by implementing the correct semantics of the subset operation in the Dafny Go runtime.

Incorrect compilation of strings (found with compiler testing, fixed). Dafny compilers represent strings differently in their target languages. The low-level differences between internal representations of strings across multiple target languages can lead to corner cases in which strings are printed out differently. XDsmith detected such an issue, and we submitted a patch that fixed it by compiling Dafny strings to the same representation in all compilers.

4.1.3 Other bugs. We found one bug in the Dafny pretty printer.

Incorrect Dafny pretty printing (found with verifier testing, fixed). Dafny’s function type allows users to drop parentheses when there is exactly one argument, \texttt{except} when the argument is of a tuple type to prevent ambiguous parsing. XDsmith, extended with a pretty printer testing functionality, uncovered a bug in the Dafny pretty printer where it would unconditionally drop parentheses, thereby generating malformed programs. Dafny developers fixed the bug after we reported it by introducing a check in the pretty printer for tuple arguments.
4.2 Controlled Quantitative Evaluation

To more precisely measure the performance and effectiveness of XDsmith, we performed several controlled quantitative evaluation experiments. In the experiments, we measure the runtime of XDsmith and the code coverage achieved on Dafny. We set the Xsmith AST depth, which controls the size of the generated tests, to its default value. We ran all the experiments on a Macbook Pro (M1, 13-inch) with 16 GB of memory in a controlled environment.

Figure 6 presents the runtimes of XDsmith plotted against the size of the generated test cases. In each experiment, we generated 200 test cases with three different flows through XDsmith: generation of unannotated programs, verifier testing, and differential compiler testing. All the reported runtimes are end-to-end, from starting XDsmith to retrieving the output after it terminates.

Figure 6a shows the barebone runtimes of XDsmith for generating test programs without annotations. XDsmith generates majority of tests quickly, with the average runtime of 14 seconds per test, and with the average test size of 619 lines.

Figure 6b shows the runtimes of the verifier testing flow, which include generating random programs with annotations and verifying them using Dafny. As expected, the runtimes increased when compared to the barebones test generation since most of them are dominated by the invocations of the annotation synthesis step. There are a number of outliers that have high runtimes (around 1000 seconds) for test programs of modest size (under 1000 LOC). These outliers contain many print statements, leading to large annotation synthesis workloads. Other outliers some have complex call graphs, leading to a large increase in size after flattening.

Figure 6c shows the runtimes of the differential compiler testing flow, which includes random generation of programs without annotations and the differential compiler testing step. We perform the compilation and concrete execution steps with each Dafny compiler one at a time. Moreover, while the random programs we use for compiler testing do not contain annotations, the Dafny verifier is still run to check the implicit specifications (e.g., no overflows, no array out of bounds accesses) before the programs can be compiled. When compared to the previous two plots, the runtimes fall in-between—they are higher than the barebones test generation since we invoke the compilers, but they are also lower than the verifier testing since we omit the more expensive annotation synthesis step.

Figure 7 presents the code coverage (i.e. the coverage of the Dafny verifier code in C#) that XDsmith achieves on Dafny over 100 runs, and compares the resulting coverage against the coverage achieved by verifying a baseline program. The baseline program is a solution to a challenge from the verification competition VSComp-2010 [27], taken from the Dafny documentation website [31]. We can see that the coverage of the first test program already exceeds the coverage of the baseline program, indicating that our tests cover a wide range of commonly used Dafny features. As is common with fuzzing, we quickly reach saturation, where majority of the test cases that follow contribute little to improving coverage. However, we can still occasionally notice sizable jumps in coverage (around test 20 and test 80). These are the tests that exercise new parts of code, and that are more likely to lead to new bugs being found. Hence, as supported by our opportunistic bug finding case study, it is worthwhile to run XDsmith over multiple weeks, or even months, to improve our chances of uncovering such test cases. In fact, continuously performing fuzzing for long periods of time is a well-established practice [42].

5 LESSONS LEARNED

In this section, we discuss our experience and lessons learned while developing and applying XDsmith.

Software infrastructure. We chose to build XDsmith in the Racket language [15] for two reasons. First, Racket is designed for building new programming languages and tools, and as such, it offers powerful facilities for syntactic abstraction and for writing code that manipulates ASTs. Second, using Racket let us easily adopt two key pieces of infrastructure that we needed for XDsmith: a fuzzing framework, Xsmith [21], and a program synthesis framework, Rosette [39].

Thanks to Xsmith, we implemented a working prototype of the program generator in just a few weeks. The initial fuzzer generated random programs in a small but useful subset of the XDafny grammar. This rapid start enabled us to begin testing Dafny immediately, find gaps in our grammar coverage, and determine what additional features to support next. Xsmith made it easy to extend our grammar incrementally, and to go from a small core grammar to the full XDafny subset (Section 3.1) in three person-months.

On the flip side, we also had to work around two core limitations of Xsmith. The first limitation was in Xsmith’s type system, which currently provides no support for expressing classes, traits, and inheritance. Xsmith authors acknowledged that improving Xsmith to support classes is future work [38]. We side-stepped this problem by excluding the object-oriented features of Dafny from the XDafny grammar. The second limitation was in Xsmith’s canned components, which are grammar abstractions for expressing common language constructs, such as let expressions and conditionals. Xsmith encourages developers to build new fuzzing grammars by combining canned components. In our case, the default definitions of these components were insufficient to express the XDafny grammar, and there was no easy way to customize them. We ended up copying their implementation and modifying it to suit our needs.
We use Rosette to generate assertions for annotating the random Dafny programs generated by the fuzzer. Like Xsmith, Rosette helped us to quickly implement the assertion generator. Also, like Xsmith, it presented limitations that we had to work around. For example, Rosette’s synthesizer is deterministic: given a synthesis problem, it always produces the same expression (if one exists) as the answer. However, XDsmith needs to synthesize a variety of random assertions. We solved this problem by randomly concretizing [25] the grammar passed to Rosette’s synthesizer.

Computing infrastructure. We had access to AWS resources for our experiments, allowing us to launch multiple threads of XDsmith with ease. Using this infrastructure, we ran our testing framework continuously on 100 machines for 3 months. As a consequence, we were able to obtain results much faster than we could have with the traditional desktop or local cluster setups.

Domain experts. Like prior testing efforts [11, 42], we benefited from having good rapport with the developers of the tools we were using and testing. In our case, we were able to connect with the Xsmith developers and quickly understand Xsmith limitations. Similarly, we regularly connected with the Dafny experts and developers. They helped us understand the semantics of Dafny, and they quickly acknowledged and triaged our bug reports. These interactions were essential in helping us refine our approach and converge on the design presented in this paper.

Fuzzing finds new bugs. Dafny is a mature software infrastructure that follows good software development practices, including continuous integration, regression and unit testing, and code reviews. For example, Dafny repository [12] contains about 1233 integration tests and 258 unit tests as of May, 2022. These tests are regularly run on every code change as a part of the continuous integration process. Using XDsmith we were still able to uncover a number of new bugs in Dafny, which shows that fuzzing is complimentary to the existing Dafny tests.

Importance of annotated programs. As Table 1 shows, using verifier testing with annotated programs we found almost 1/3 of all the bugs we reported. This supports our intuition we had early on that performing just the more traditional (differential) compiler fuzzing is not sufficient in the domain of testing of verification ecosystems such as Dafny. While our novel approach of automatically generating annotated programs using automatic synthesis is already effective in finding bugs, more research should be done in this space to further improve the effectiveness of the annotated program generation; we leave this for future work.

6 RELATED WORK

There are numerous approaches and tools for testing of compilers, and our work falls into this broader area of compiler testing [10, 29]. More specifically, Cadar and Donaldson [8] noted the importance of improving our confidence in program analyzers using testing several years ago. We describe recent efforts to address this problem by developing approaches for testing of verifiers and static analyzers.

Cuoq et al. [11] leverage an interpreter mode of the static analyzer Frama-C to perform differential testing between the analyzer’s interpreter and a concrete execution on randomly generated C programs. Additionally, they modify the static analyzer to output the internal inferred facts, and then run the test program to see if the inferred facts agree with the concrete execution. They use an existing tool called Csmith to generate random C programs, while we developed a new generator of random Dafny programs by leveraging Xsmith. Moreover, unlike them, we avoided having to modify Dafny by automatically synthesizing interesting assertions during the random program generation process. Finally, their focus is on testing of the Frama-C interpreter and static analysis modules, while we are focused on testing of a Floyd-Hoare-style verifier. Recently, Casso et al. [9] proposed a testing method for static analyzers that is similar to the one proposed by Cuoq et al.

Klinger et al. [28] perform differential testing of static analyzers for C programs to uncover soundness and precision issues. While we generate both random Dafny programs and assertions from scratch, their technique takes a set of seed C programs as input, and it randomly injects assertions into them. Moreover, they establish the likely ground truth for each injected assertion by performing differential testing across several analyzers. Since Dafny has only one available verifier, we leverage concrete executions to synthesize assertions with known truth values ahead of time.

Kapus and Cadar [26] focus on automatic testing of symbolic execution engines on C programs that they randomly generate using Csmith. The key novelty of this work is the generation of program versions and the accompanying oracles that are particularly suitable for symbolic execution engines (e.g., based on path coverage). These are not easily transferable to our Hoare-style verification setting since, for example, path coverage is not readily available. Hence, we proposed a more suitable oracle for our setting based on automatic synthesis of assertion with known truth values.

Taneja et al. [37] use an SMT solver to infer sound and precise dataflow facts about program fragments. Then, they use the generated facts to test the LLVM’s static analyzer for soundness and precision bugs. Like us, they generate facts that are sound and precise by construction, thus avoiding the oracle problem. Unlike us, they focus on inferring facts suitable for testing of dataflow analyses, while we synthesize assertions targeting Hoare-style verifiers.

Recently, Groce et al. [18] devised a method for testing of static analyzers that combines differential and mutation testing. Their testing method is specifically geared towards abstract-interpretation-based analysis engines since it focuses on effectively dealing with potentially high rates of false alarms, which is a common problem in such tools. They also leverage differential testing across several static analyzers. Similarly, Ami et al. [3] employ mutation testing to uncover soundness issues in static analyzers for Android applications. While we show that our approach based on generating random Dafny programs from scratch is successful in finding bugs in the Dafny verifier and compilers, as future work, it would be interesting to explore mutation testing for Dafny as well.

Apart from static analyzers and verifiers, fuzzing techniques have also been successfully applied to find bugs in other parts of a typical software verification toolchain, namely SMT solvers [6, 7, 33, 35, 36, 40, 41]. These techniques are complementary to our approach since they work on the backend SMT solvers instead of on the frontend verifier like us. Finally, there are studies [17, 42] complementary to ours that focus on assessing the correctness of
formally verified artifacts instead of the actual verifiers. In particular, as the byproduct of testing of software systems developed using Dafny, Fonseca et al. [17] uncovered several soundness bugs in the Dafny verifier as well.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Program verifiers such as Dafny are powerful tools that allow us to prove the correctness of systems. To build confidence in these proofs, it is important to test all parts of the Dafny ecosystem, from the verifier to the compilers. The core challenge we solve in this work is how to automatically generate annotated programs with a known verification outcome. We present our experience in building Xdsmith, an automated testing framework for the Dafny verifier and compilers that uses a combination of random program generation and example-based generation of assertions. The source code of Xdsmith is publicly available at https://github.com/dafny-lang/xdsmith.

Our guiding principle was to use simple and obvious techniques that work in detecting bugs. We leverage the Xsmith framework to randomly generate well-formed and well-typed programs in a subset of Dafny. We configure the program generation to add print statements that write program state to standard out for differential testing and annotation generation. We generate Dafny programs that are free of loops and heap mutation; this ensures termination and lets us avoid generating loop invariants and frame conditions. We then concretely execute the Dafny program to record the values of the input and output variables; using these, we annotate the Dafny program with precise preconditions and postconditions. Based on the precise preconditions and postconditions, we transform the print statements to annotations in the annotated Dafny program, where the assertions are weaker than the concrete value observed on the standard out. Over a three-month period, where we ran 100 concurrent threads generating annotated Dafny programs and testing the verifier and the underlying compilers, we detected 31 bugs that were all confirmed by the Dafny developers. Eight of those have already been fixed and pushed to the Dafny mainline. This demonstrates that our simple approach is effective in testing the Dafny ecosystem.

As part of future work, we will integrate it in the Dafny ecosystem. We are currently working with the Dafny developers on this effort. The choices we make for generating specifications and assertions were based on Occam’s razor and were the simplest approach given the tools and techniques available. In future work, we will compare different assertion generation techniques, and support more of the Dafny constructs when generating the random Dafny programs.
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